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Versions: Global Market (48h5 MP); India (12+2 MP) Network Technology GSM / HSPA / LTE 2G bands GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 - SIM 1 &amp; SIM 2 3G bands HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1700(AWS) / 1900 / 2100 - Global HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1900 / 2100 4G bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 20, 28, 38, 40 - Global 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41 Speed HSPA 42.2/5.76
Mbps, LTE-A (2CA) Cat12 600/150 Mbps Launch Announced 2019, January 10 Status Available. Released 2019, February 28 body size 159.2 x 75.2 x 8.1 mm (6.27 x 2.96 x 0.32 inches) Weight 186 g (6.56 ounces) Glass Assembly front (Gorilla Glass 5), glass spin (Gorilla Glass 5), plastic frame SIM Dual Hybrid SIM (Nano-SIM, SIM Double Stand-)
Display Type IPS LCD Size 6.3 inches, 97.4 cm2 (81.4% screen-to-body ratio) Resolution 1080 x 2340 pixels, 19.5:9 ratio (density ppi 409 ppi) Corning Gorilla Glass 5 Android Platform OS 9.0 (Pie), scheduled upgrade to Android 10, MIUI 12 Chipset SDM660 Snapdragon 660 (14 nm) Octa-core processor (4x 2.2 GHz Kryo 260 Gold 4x1.8 GHz Kryo 260
Silver) GPU Adreno 512 Memory Card slot microSDXC (uses common SIM slot) Internal 32GB 3GB of RAM , 64GB of RAM, 64GB of RAM, 128GB of 4GB of RAM eMMC 5.1 Main Dual 48 MP camera, f/1.8, (wide), 1/2.0, 0.8 m, PDAF 5 MP, f/2.2, (deep) or 12 MP, f/2.2, (wide), 1/2.9, 1.25 m, PDAF 2 MP, f/2.4, (deep) Features Dual LED Flash, HDR,
Panorama Video 1080p@30/60/120fps, (gyro-EIS) Sound Speaker Yes 3.5 mm Nest Yes Features Fingerprint Sensors (rear mounting), accelerometer, gyroscope, proximity, compass Battery Type Li-Po 4000 mAh, untied charging Fast Charging 18W Fast Charging 4 Failure. We cannot guarantee that the information on this page is 100% correct. Read
more Review360 Kind of Pictures Compare Opinions Fast RAM Details: 4g Processor: Octa Core Cellular: GSM/WCDMA/LTE Design: Bar Screen: 6.3 Camera: 7MP'gt; 7MP Operating System: ANDROID Display Color: Color Brand Title: Original Xiaomi Redmi Note 7 Feature: 3G, 4g, Autofocus, Build in Flash, Double SIM Card, EMAIL, FM Radio, GPS
Navigation, MP3 Play, Touch Screen, WiFi, Inseparable Model Number: 53MPH1473TG Place of Origin: Guangdong, China Screen Resolution: 2340 x 1080 Pixel Display Type: IPS Product Name: Original Xiaomi Redmi Note 7 Serangoon MRT Interchange (NE12/CC13) Meeting (en) Carousell ProtectionWe encourage users buying high-quality products to
meet and check their purchases in a safe place. - Carousell AdminRedmi Note 7 Aurora Blue 4GB Ram 64GB Storage Global Rum English brand new set  Percentage State Full Box and accessoriesAsk your seller for delivery. Stay safe at home. PackagePaymentCarousell Заưита питание от Дименсао-до-Ư 6.3 Mem'ria RAM 4 ГБ Resolu'o Камара
48.0 MP и 5.0 MP AI Battery Li-Po 400 0mAh Vista for $2,580.19 or at' 12x from $221.66 Всего празо $2,659.92 Sold by Pagdepois Hist'rico де де (R$) Menores preios dess produ des produs Informas Lasikas Marca Liaom Lya Ceri Tipo de Aparelyu quantidade de Chip Tela Taro Tamanio da Bodya Resolunyao da Tela Processador, Mesoria RAM e
Armesenamento AFC System operacional Processador Nucleo de Processador Velocidade do Processador Mem'ria Ram Mem'ria Intern Suporta Cart'o microSD de at' Conectividade e Recursos Acesso - Internet Conect Ividade Recuros e Funjes Acelerometro Giroscapio Leitor Viometero Kemera Camera Frontal Resolunhao da Kemera Frontal
Resolunhao da Casera Trasira Dietrenciais da Kemera Batheria Capacidad da Bateria Dimenses Altura Largura Profundidade Peso Recomenda'es de Uso Indikanes Garantia deste aparelho de responsabilidade da Loya por ser um vers'o importada. Partir de R $1,338.40 EM 15 lojas partir de R $1,496.93 EM 9 lojas partir de R $1,379.90 et 12 lochas partir
de R $1,549.90 em 13 lochas partir de R $1,059.00 em 15 lohas partir de R $1,199.90 EM 8 loja Partir de R $1,169.10 EM 18 lojas partir de R $1,699.00 em 23 lochas partir de R $1,462.00 EM 12 lojas partir de R $1,399.00 EM 28 lohas Alle Kundenbilder anzeigen Spitzenrezensionen Neueste zuerst Spitzenrezensionen © copyright 2020 - BigSpark B.V.
Ontwikkeld Door Trendwerk, WordPress hosting doors Savvii Best Xiaomi phones have impressive specs and specialty, but sell at relatively affordable price tags - the Chinese company has become known with value and style, with phones that many prefer compared to the best from Samsung and Huawei.Compared to some brands , Xiaomi is a relative
newcomer to the West, so it is impressive it has created such a great base. It's just a testament to the phones from the brand. So if you're looking for a new smartphone that gives you access to a number of the best features and specifications but doesn't break the bank, you're in the right place. We have made this list of the best Xiaomi phones, so you can
compare that can be great for you. Xiaomi sells its phones under mulberry brands: Mi, Redmi, Pocophone and Black Shark; Mi is usually its main mid-range brand, with Redmi its budget series, Black Shark putting out gaming phones and Pocophone do... Well, something like the original Poco F1 on this list was a budget phone, but the Poco F2 Pro certainly
isn't. More recently we added Poco F2 Pro to this list, a new mid-company from its revived Pocophone brand. Phone scores are pretty high, showing the tactics of the company offering great specs at affordable prices is good. Currently in our labs are Xiaomi Mi 10T Pro and Redmi Note 9, and we will soon be testing other phones in these lines too. After that
we hope the Xiaomi Mi Note 11 and Mi 11 devices will be launched so we can see how they fare too. Here's our rating Xiaomi phones, including Mi, Redmi, Pocophone and Black Shark Shark what you can buy right now. The best Xiaomi phones 2020 at first sightXiaomi Mi Note 10Xiaomi Mi 10omiXia Poco F2 ProXiaomi Mi 10 ProXiaomi Black Shark
3omiXia Mi 9Xiaomi Note 9SXiaomi Mi 9 SEXiaomi Black Shark 2Xiaomi Mi Mix 3 Best Xiaomi Phones (Image credit: Xiaomi)Release date: December 2019 Weight: 208 g Dimensions: 157.8 x 74.2 x 9.7 mm OS: Android 9 Screen size: 208 g Dimensions: 157.8 x 74.2 x 9.7 mm OS: Android 9 Screen size:6.47 inches Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor:
Snapdragon 730G Ram: 6/8GB Storage: 128GB/256GB Battery: 5,260mAh Rear Camera: 108MP 12MP th 5MP 20MP Front-facing camera: 32MPIncredible camera CapabilitiesTop-end screen qualityWeak chipsetUnreliable Bluetooth connectivityIf you want the best phone Xiaomi has right now, the Mi Note 10 is something what you need to look for.
Looking at the specs of the list and images, you'd be forgiven for thinking that this phone was a top-end flagship phone, with a curved screen, 108MP main camera and a huge battery. But then look down on the price and you see a phone that is a third of the price of the biggest and best phones out there right now. Of course, there are a few flaws that
stopped us giving this phone the perfect score, but it was a close call, and using your phone for various purposes is fun. Читайте наш полный Xiaomi Mi Note 10 ReviewToday лучших Xiaomi Mi Note 10 сделок (Изображение кредита: Xiaomi)Дата выпуска: Февраль 2020 Вес: 208 г Габариты: 162,5 x 74,8 x 9 мм ОС: Android 10 Размер экрана: 6,67
дюйма Разрешение: 1080 x 2340 Процессор: Львиный зев 865 Оперативная память: 8/12 ГБ Хранение: 128 ГБ/256 ГБ Аккумулятор: 4780 мАч Задняя камера: 108 МП и 13 МП Фронтальная камера: 20MPPremium дизайн и finishPunchy 90Hz screenNo telephoto cameraA мало дорогой Xiaomi Mi 10 является лучшим телефоном компании
выпущен в 2020 году до сих пор - он не занимает первое место, потому что в то время как это улучшение на Mi Note 10 в несколько способов, он также получил некоторые понижения, и это стоит больше тоже. The phone has an impressive and punchy screen, an array camera led by a 108MP main perch (albeit with some less than stellar
mates), a large 20MP selfie camera, durable battery life and the design we certainly loved. While our main problem with the Mi 10 is its price, which seems too high, the phone makes a rank higher than its Pro brother thanks in large part to this device's even higher price tag, so if you want a big phone that won't devastate your bank - not completely, at least -
it's a device to consider. Read our full review of Xiaomi Mi 10Today best Xiaomi Mi 10 deals (Credit Image: Xiaomi)Release date: May 2020 Weight: 219g Dimensions: 163.3 x 75.4 x 8.2 9mm OS: Android 10 Screen size: 6.67 inches Resolution: 1080 x 2400 Processor: Snapdragon 865 RAM: 6/8GB Storage: 128GB/256 GB 4700 mAh Rear Camera: 64 MP
and 5 MP Front Camera: 20MPFairly affordableBig, continuous screenA little largeCan get too hotTwo years after the original Pocophone F1 (which (which (which (which to be on this list) Xiaomi unveiled poco F2 Pro.This phone has a pop-up selfie camera, a large continuous screen, and some of the best computing power we've seen in a smartphone. It's
also pretty good in camera and battery departments. So it's a pretty decent phone in many ways, but its size can put some off. It also lacks any cool or noteworthy features that its competitors have, so it's not higher on this list. Read our full Xiaomi Poco F2 Pro reviewToday best Xiaomi Poco F2 Pro deals (Credit Image: Xiaomi)Release Date: February 2020
Weight: 208 g Dimensions: 162.5 x 74.8 x 9mm OS: Android 10 Screen size: 6.67 inches Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor: 865 RAM: 8GB Storage: 256GB/512GB Battery: 4500 mAh Rear Camera: 108 MP and 12 MP, 8 MP and 20 MP Front Camera: 20MPFast ChargingGreat SpeakersThe High PriceSoftware issuesThe Xiaomi Mi 10 crowns the
company's lineup in early 2020 power stations, With a number of specifications, which solidifies its position as the most premium phone from Xiaomi. It has a top-end Snapdragon 865 chipset, 108MP main camera, 90 Hz screen speed upgrades and fast charging 50W. The main problem with the phone is its price, as it's about twice as expensive as the Mi
Note 10, but doesn't come with too many major changes to justify this cost (hence the Mi Note 10 taking the first slot on this list). There are also some interface problems too, as is the fact it comes with lots of bloatware and has a slow fingerprint sensor. It is worth noting that the Xiaomi Mi 10 Pro has seen a very staggered release as it is available in some
regions, but not in others, and in some places it may not come out until the end of 2020. Keep an eye on when it's available in your area though, because it's definitely worth considering. Read our full Xiaomi Mi 10 Pro reviewToday best Xiaomi Mi 10 Pro Deals (Credit Image: Xiaomi)Release Date: March 2020 Weight: 222 g Dimensions: 168.7 x 77.3 x 10.4
mm OS: Android 10 Screen Size: 6.67 Inch Resolution: 1080 x 240 0 Processor: Snapdragon 865 Ram: 8GB/12GB Storage: 128GB/256GB Battery: 4720 mAh Rear Camera: 64MP and 13MP Front Camera: 20MPGood for gamingAffordable for its specsAppearance can be divisivePretty bigIf you're looking for a phone that's good for gaming, But you don't
want to, to splash out on the top end of the device, You can find the Black Shark device great for you, and Black Shark 3 is the newest phone from Xiaomi's gaming oriented subsidiary. Black Shark 3 has a lot of top-end specs like the Snapdragon 865 chipset, 5G connectivity, large battery and 90 Hz screen speed upgrade, but doesn't cost as much as many
of its similarly-specced The phone has a great camera too, which is a kind of surprise. Of course, this phone is not for everyone, and unless you are an avid mobile gamer we don't recommend it to you (not least because its design is definitely definitely there but if you are prone to playing PUBG Mobile, Fornite or Call of Duty: Mobile, you should definitely
consider it. Read our full Xiaomi Black Shark 3 ReviewToday Best Xiaomi Black Shark 3 Deals (Image Credit: Xiaomi)Release Date: March 2019 Weight: 173 g Dimensions: 157.5 x 74.7 x 7.6 mm OS: Android 9 Screen Size: 6.39 inches Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor: Snapdragon 855 RAM: 6/8GB Storage: 64GB/128GB Battery: 3300 mAh Rear
Camera: 48MP and 12MP Front Camera: 20MPPowerful ChipsetImpressive Camera setupGets hot fairly easyLow capacity xiaomi Mi 9 battery is the best Xiaomi phone you can buy right now, offering some impressive features at a low price. It was the first phone in the world to get the Snapdragon 855 chipset (although the Samsung Galaxy S10 was the first
in the West) and also one of the first at this price to have three rear cameras, including the 48MP main sensor. Since its release, other phones have appeared with similar specifications and features, but the Mi 9 is still impressively affordable, and has fewer weaknesses than some of its competitors. Read our full review of Xiaomi Mi 9Today best Xiaomi Mi 9
deals (Credit Image: Xiaomi)Release date: April 2020 Weight: 209 g Dimensions: 165.8 x 76.7 x 8.8 mm OS: Android 10 Screen size: 6.67 inch Resolution: 1080 x 2400 Processor: Snapdragon 720G Ram: 4GB/6GB Storage: 64GB/128GB Battery: 5,020 mAh Rear Camera: 48 MP and 8 MP Front Camera: 16MPReliable PerformanceImpressive BatterySlow
Charging'60Hz displayRedmi is a brand available phone Xiaomi, and, though he hasn't put so many phones called in the West, like his mi line, There are still a good few Redmi phones, and the Note 9S is the best we've tested. The Xiaomi Redmi Note 9S won't break the bank, but it does have a long-lasting battery, a good display and a high screen-to-body
ratio, so if you decide to pick it up, you may be impressed by some of what's on offer. Of course, there are some symptoms of its low price too - charging isn't exactly fast, the camera is just fine and we've found a few bugs nowadays with the device. But if you're happy to miss out on some flaws, you'll be picking up a cheap phone that's better, Than many of
its competitors with Redmi Note 9S. Read our full review of xiaomi Redmi Note 9S (Photo: Xiaomi)Release date: March 2019 Weight: 155g Dimensions: 147.5 x 70.5 x 7.5 mm OS: Android 9 Screen size: 5.597 inch Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor: Snapdragon 712 Ram: 6GB Storage: 64GB/128GB Battery: 3,070mAh Rear Camera: 48MP and 8MP
Front Camera: 20MPSleek, Premium designSnappy performanceMIUI is not a greatMono speakerIf you want a phone that is close to the Xiaomi Mi 9, but want to spend a little less money, the Mi 9 SE for - It has received many of the features of the top-rated Xiaomi phone, but in a reduced format. It's less with Weak features in several areas like slightly
below-resolution cameras and mid-level chipset, but there's still a lot like it, especially in terms of its design and display. If you are looking for a stylish but affordable Android phone, then you could do a lot worse. It's over-the-books in many areas, but that's what many people want in a smartphone. Read our full review of Xiaomi Mi 9 SEToday's best Xiaomi
Mi 9 SE deals (Image credit: Black Shark)Release date: March 2019 Weight: 205g Dimensions: 163.6 x 75 x 8.8mm OS: Android 9 Screen size: 6.39 inch Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor: Snapdragon 85 5 RAM: 6GB/8GB/12GB Storage: 128GB/256GB Battery: 4000 mAh Rear Camera: 48MP and 12MP Front Camera: 20MPAffordable Snapdragon 855
phonePunchy AMOLED screenNo NFCTouch input issues Black Shark 2, from Xiaomi's game-oriented sub-brand, is one of the best phones, that you can buy if you are looking for a device to play mobile games. It's got top-end (for its time) specs and optimizing games, so it provides a great gaming experience, and it doesn't cost as much as other devices
with similar specifications either. You might not want to consider Black Shark 2 if you're not a mobile gamer, since its appearance screams 'gamer' with LED lights on the back and black 'X' design, and on top that it might be too big to hold if you have small hands. So Black Shark 2 is aimed at a particular buyer, and if it's you, it's definitely a device that you
should consider. Read our full Xiaomi Black Shark 2 ReviewToday Best Xiaomi Black Shark 2 Deals (Image Credit: Xiaomi)Release Date: November 2018 Weight: 218g Dimensions: 157.9 x 74.7 x 8.5 mm OS: Android 9 Screen Size: 6.39 inches Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor: 845 mm 6GB/8GB/10GB Storage: 128GB/256GB Battery: 3200 mAh Rear
Camera: 12MP and 12MP Front Camera: 24MP and 2MPAll-screen designSolid battery lifeHeavy and bulky Slider is a stiffThe Xiaomi Mi Mix 3 has a sliding camera array, so if you want to take a pull up under the rear - it means the back part of the selfie means that the screen is not broken up a notch or blow a hole, Giving you a glorious full screen
experience. In addition, the Mi Mix 3 is a competent mid-range device, with a decent battery life, a top-end (at the end of 2018) processor and two rear cameras. We found the slider a bit stiff and the whole phone is on the big side. But if you want a mid-range phone with a fun party trick, this is a great option. There's a 5G option too, which will cost you a little
more. Read our full review of Xiaomi Mi Mix 3Today best Xiaomi Mi Mix 3 deals (Image credit: Xiaomi)Release date: August 2019 Weight: 191 Dimensions: 156.7 x 74.3 x 8.8mm OS: Android 9 Screen size: 6.39 inches Resolution: 1080 x 2340 Processor: Snapdragon 85 5 RAM: 6GB/8GB Storage: 64GB/128GB/256GB Battery: 4000 mAh Rear Camera:
48MP and 8MP Front Camera: Camera: DesignFlagship specsUI will not be for allNo waterproofing Soumium Mi 9T Pro is another phone from the company with mechanical parts: this time it is a pop-up front camera, which again leads to the screen being continuous. There's a lot like the Mi 9T Pro, with flagship-esque specs, great battery life, and a design
that many people will find appealing - and all for a price tag that's significantly lower than most similar mid-range phones. There are a few issues here - among other things there is only one speaker (and it's easy to cover with your hands) and it's not waterproof. But you may decide that you can live with such disadvantages, given the low price tag. Read our
full Xiaomi Mi 9T Pro reviewToday best Xiaomi Mi 9T Pro dealsPrevious the best Xiaomi phones The next phones previously sat in our list of the best Xiaomi phones until they were removed for one of a variety of reasons: Pocophone F1 sat on the #8 and then #9 on this list until the new phones withered it. The Xiaomi Redmi Note 8T was briefly #10 until
new phones pushed it off the list. The Xiaomi Mi 9T was #10 until the Poco F2 Pro kicked off.
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